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TO: Senators and Ex-officio Members to the Senate
FR: Ulrich H. Hardt, Secretary to the Faculty~~~
The Faculty Senate will hold its regular meeting on April 6 1 2
3:00 p.m. in 150 Cramer Hall. ' 99, at
AGENDA
A. Roll
*B. Approval of the Minutes of the March 2, 1992, Meeting
President's Report
C. Announcements and Communications from the Floor
D. Question Period
1. Questions for Administrators
2. Questions from the Floor for the Chair
Reports from the Officers of Administration and Committees
*1. Annual Report, ARC--Millner
*2. Annual Report, committee on Effective Teaching--Tama
*3. Annual Report, General student Affairs Committee--Rhyne
4. IFS Report--Enneking
5. Spring Term Registration Report--Tufts
F. Unfinished Business
G. New Business
*1. Proposed Constitutional Amendment, Article III, Section 1
--Moor
*2. Proposal for PSU Center for science Education--DeCarrico
*3. Proposal for Name Change of Latin American Studies Program--
DeCarrico
*4. Resolution congratulating student Athletes, Coaches, and
Trainers--Kosokoff
Adjournment
*The following documents are included with this mailing:
B Minutes of the March 2, 1992, Senate Meeting*
E1 Annual Report, ARC**~ Annual Report, Committee on Effecti~e Teach~ng**
E) Annual Report, General student Affa1rs.Comm1ttee**
G
1
Proposed Constitutional Amendment, Art1cle III, Section 1**
G
2
Proposal for PSU Center for science Education**
G) Proposal for Change of Latin American Studies Program**
G. Resolution congratulating student Athletes, Coaches/and
Trainers**
**rncluded for Senators and Ex-officio Members only.
Minutes:
Presiding Officer:
Secretary:
Members Present:
Alternates Present:
Members Absent:
Ex-officio Members
Present:
PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate Meeting, April 6, 1992
Ansel Johnson
Ulrich H. Hardt
Abbott, Barna, Beeson, Bowlden, Brannan,
Brennan, J. Brenner, Briggs, Burke Burns
Casperson, Cumpston, Daily, Decarric~, DOdds:
Dunnette, Edwards, Falco, Farr, Finley
Forbes, Gillpatrick, Goekjian, GoUCher;
Haaken, Jackson, Karant-Nunn, Koch, Kosokoff
Lansdowne, Lendaris, Livneh, Limbaugh Lutes'
McKenzie, Moor, Ogle, Oshika, petersen: Reece;
Schaumann, Sestak, Sobel, Stern, Tama Terdal
•• ' ITerry, V1sse, We1kel, Wurm.
Harvey for Ashbaugh, Harmon for S. Brenner ,
Johanson for Gray, Young for Kasal, Lall for
Kocaoglu, Bulman for Latz, Mercer for Midson
Babcock for Tuttle, wright for Westover. '
Bjork, Duffield, Ellis, Johnson, Danielson,
Parshall.
Davidson, Desrochers, Diman, Hardt, Miller-
Jones, Nunn, Ramaley, Reardon, Tang, Toulan,
Ward.
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES
The minutes of the March 2, 1992, meeting were corrected on p. 28,
three lines from the bottom to read "elections" in place of
"interviews." with that change, the minutes were approved.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT
RAMALEY gave an update regarding the bUdget process. We are
awaiting final word about a special session. We will probably be
asked to build a budget on an 80 percent base and propose a 10
percent addback for special program development and 10 percent for
linking programs to the oregon Benchmarks. RAMALEY has been
appointed to lead a team that is examining the benchmarks; more new
benchmarks may be nominated, and Ramaley is ~elcoming ideas. She
briefly discussed the higher ed/benchmark fit and reported that
Roger Bassett had said that the Oregon Benchmarks are mostly short-
term goals while education focuses on long-term goals.
RAMALEY reported that all campuses are doing the same general
things regarding budget cutting; however, each school is also
thinking about its own cuts for the 1993-95 biennium, and some
Schools (e.g., OHSU) are further a~ong in the process than PSU.
Deans will be sent instructions 1n about two weeks, but the
President urged faculty to be thinking about critical questions
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like: What really matters to PSU? What gives us a unique role?
What must we protect? What makes PSU the place it is? How should
faculty be involved? When? Should we hold a general convocation?
Should there be small-group meetings?
BEESON asked what plans are being made with the administration.
RAMALEY said there were no plans in mind but a process. REARDON
added that departments will be asked to respond to proposals such
as the use of academic service centers vs. departmental offices.
RAMALEY reminded Senators that we are waiting for specific
instructions from the chancellor; at the last budget cuts those
instructions included the cutting of HPE and the serious reductions
in Education (except at PSU). BEESON, BOWLDEN, LENDARIS and WEIKEL
all urged that faculty should be involved in meetings because these
are serious cuts. Departments are asking what they should be
doing. BOWLDEN suggested small-group meetings while WEIKEL thought
an augmented Senate with proportional representation might be
better. --
RAMALEY predicted that OSSHE will look much more critically at
professional programs this time, especially to determi~e where
there are no unique offerings. The signals are not clear at this
time. DESROCHERS said it is possible that the 80 percent budget
will be due September 1, and the more detailed internal budget
planning may have to be moved up.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
1. WARD reported that four provost finalists will be on campus
during the next two weeks. He encouraged faculty to attend
sessions that have been organized for each candidate and to
provide Ward with feedback.
2. A. JOHNSON announced that Governor Roberts and Chancellor
Bartlett will meet with AOF and AAUP on April 18 at OSU.
Faculty were urged to give Johnson questions to be taken to
the meeting.
REPORTS FROM THE OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION AND COMMITTEES
1. MILLNER presented the annual report of the ARC. He said that
the waiver of WR. 323 for block transfer students will be
proposed at the next Senate meeting. Writing across the
Curriculum will also be encouraged.
2. TAMA gave the final annual report of the Committee on Effec-
tive Teaching; the committee has been merged with Research and
Publications to form the new Faculty Development Committee.
3 • RHYNE presented the annual report of the General student
~ffair:s Committee. During spring they will be involved in the
1nterv1ews of the Dean of Students. BRENNAN asked if there
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had been any disciplinary issues or policy revisions this
year: Disciplinary issues are handled by the Student Conduct
Comm~ttee. There was some input on policy revisions regarding
the dean's search.
4. ENNEKING gave the IFS report (see attached). Chancellor
Bartlett is frustrated with higher education having to play
only a supporting role because it is not large enough to
influence events. Higher ed has to sell itself and develop
models for that.
5. TUFTS reported that all registration figures were up for
spring term from a year ago: Headcount + 14%; SCH + 6%.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
DECARRICO reviewed the actions of the UPC regarding the reorganiza-
tions of the School of Business Administration and the Library.
SBA has given a great deal of information to UPC and has answered
most questions. SBA is now writing a new charter and will submit
that to OPC,to help answer the two remaining questions.
The Library reorganization is in limbo. Departments have been
eliminated and associate directors were appointed (not elected).
The OPC has recommended that an advisory body be formed to advise
the Director and associate directors.
KARANT-NUNN said she and other faCUlty continued to be concerned
about the disregard of procedures outlined in the faculty constitu-
tion.
KARANT-NUNN/WRIGHT moved
"that the 1991-92 Faculty Senate instruct its 1993-94 succes-
sor, however this may appropriately be done, to carry out a
full review and evaluation of the effects of the 1991 reorga-
nization of the School of Business Administration and of the
University Library;
that the review and evaluation include at the m~n~mum a
confidential inquiry of every tenured and tenure-track SBA and
Library faculty member a~ to faculty roles in,governing their
school/ library, in ,part1c~l~r but not conf~ned to f~c~lty
influence in select1ng adm1n1strators and faCUlty part1c~pa­
tion in promotion and tenure decisions;
that the result of this study be reported to the 1993-94
Senate so that it may then dec~d~ wheth~r th~ SBA a~d Library
reorganizations should be mod1f1ed or ~nval1dated.
LENDARIS asked if the Senate could impose its will. KARANT-NUNN
said the Senate had that right. GILLPATRICK said that 27 SBA
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faculty voted on their reorganization last year, 4 to 23; could the
Senate vote against that? KOSOKOFF said Gillpatrick's question
implied the problem. The Senate has authority to act. KARANT-NUNN
responded by asking if the rest of the faculty would allow the SBA
to unilaterally relinquish their right regarding promotion and
tenure.
Addressing the motion, REARDON pointed out that the administration
of an evaluation could not be kept confidential. KARANT-NUNN
explained that only the questionnaire was to be sent back confiden-
tially to the steering Committee. The results of the evaluation
would not be secret.
TOULAN commented that the severe budget cuts we are facing may
force many schools to reorganize. The tone of this discussion may
be sending the wrong message to creative reorganizations that may
become necessary. FARR, -how~ver, pointed out that the motion on
the floor redresses a procedural problem, not a substantive issue.
MCKENZIE agreed. In the Library reorganization, no faculty was
allowed to vote. There had been no discussions of the proposal.
It is not a question of whether the reorganization is working or
not. No constitutional or democratic process was followed; it was
a "coup." something as drastic as this should have a full faculty
vote and be recorded as a majority vote. KARANT-NUNN thought the
effect of all faculty filling out a questionnaire would constitute
a vote, not based only on theoretical outcomes but on what they had
experienced.
J. BRENNER said governance is the appropriate role for the Senate;
it is mandated by the constitution. HARMON wondered if a compre-
hensive review of all units on campus should be undertaken.
LANSDOWNE asked if the Senate had that kind of authority. LENDARIS
thought that the Senate's role was to be advisory to the president.
LENDARIS/SCHAUMANN proposed to amend the last sentence of the
motion to read " .•• may then decide whether to advise the SBA and
Library reorganizations be modified or invalidated."
There was no vote on that amendment.
J. BRENNER/CUMPSTON moved "to table the entire issue pending a
review of the constitutionality of it.by the Advisory Council."
The motion to table was passed.
NEW BUSINESS
1. MOOR introduced a constitutional amendment to Article III,
Section 1. He emphasized that the main purpose of the
amendment was that the Senate should consider reorganization
proposals before the changes occur. OSHlKA didn't think the
Senate could block executive action, even though the constitu-
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tic;>n seemed to favor shared responsibility. MOOR said that if
th1s amendment were passed and agreed to by the president she
would indicate her willingness to share responsibility. ' She
would be ~old to con?ede this much authority, and MOOR thought
that shar1ng author1ty would be healthy and appropriate and
those who have authority should periodically be invit~d to
share it.
Various attempts were made to change "approval" in the
amendment. Suggestions included "action," "review," "consul-
tation," and "consideration." Finally, the following two
amendments were passed:
" ••• of departments or of programs, including those of more
than one department or academic unit, without prior•... "
" ••• without prior action by the Faculty Senate ......
2. DECARRICO/WEIKEL moved "the approval of the proposed
establishment of the PSU Center for Science Education."
The motion was passed unanimously.
3. DECARRICO/WEIKEL moved "approval of the request for a name
change from Latin American Studies Program to Hispanic and
Latin American Studies Program."
The motion was passed.
4. DECARRICO/CUMPSTON moved "acceptance of the recommendation of
the Majority Report by the ad hoc committee on the relocation
of the Department of Health Studies." DUNNETTE, director of
the Center for Public Health Studies, said the minority report
addressed some crucial issues, and it is important for CPHS to
maintain strong ties to CLAS. He recommended that the princi-
pals get together and talk about what dual affiliation means.
He recommended that the Senate approve the motion, contingent
on the successful outcome of such a meeting.
DECARRICO and SVOBODA explained that it would be disastrous to
delay the decision any longer. Matters ~ike the selection of
a department chairperson and t?e schedul1ng of classes cannot
wait any longer. SVOBODA p01nted out that centers are not
technically affiliated with one school or department a~yway,
only budgetarily. REARDON observ~d that the s~nate ~1nutes
ago approved the Center for SC1ence Educat10n wh1ch is
affiliated with CLAS and ED.
The motion to house Health Studies in UPA was approved
unanimously.
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5. BURKE presented the resolution congratulating PSU student-
athletes in basketball and wrestling and their coaches and
trainers for their outstanding seasons. The resolution was
passed.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 16:59.
E-l
Academic Requirements Committee
ANNUAL REPORT TO THE FACULTY SENATE
April 6, 1992
During the 1991-92 academic year the ARC has worked on the
following issues:
1) Student Petitions - The ARC has processed 187 total student
petitions from 09/01/91 thru 03/10/92. 134 petitions were qranted
while 53 petitions were denied.
The Committee has explored ways to reduce the time taken
t
between when a student files a petition and when a decision from
he Committee is made. The Committee has also discussed revisions
and modifications of the petition form to increase clarity. The
Committee plans to create a guideline information sheet which will
be made available to students considering whether to file a petition
whhich will explain the process involved. Neither of these projects '
as yet been finalized by the Committee.
2) HPE 298 - Numerous students have come forward this year with
petitl.ons concerning the HPE 298 requirement. The ARC, at the
request of HPE, established a policy that PSU's HPE 298 requirement
90 uld be satisfied by HPE 250 courses if taken at another valid~nstitution of higher education in the last 10 years. Subsequent to
this decision it bas been pointed out that this creates an inequity
for students who have taken HPE 250 here at PSU but cannot use it
to meet the HPE 298 requirement. The ARC will address this issue
during the coming term.
3) Block Transfers and English Comp 323
PSU is the only school in the state system with a writingre~irement at the upper-division level. This has created certain"d~fficulties" in our relationship with the "Block transfer" students
coming to PSU from state community colleges. A request has been
made that "block transfer" students have the English Comp 323
requirement waived upon admission to PSU. Block transfers have
taKen 9 hours of lower-division composition before transfer. TheARc consulted with the English De~artment to determine their
Position on the issue. The Engll.sh Department was willing to
conditionally sup~ort a waiver if 1mplementation of the "Writing
Across the eurrl.culum" Program (aaopted several year~ ago but
never put in ~lace by the Faculty Senate) was also put l.n place.
The ARC decl.ded not to waive 323 for block transfers and to
request that the Senate review its writing Across the CUrriculum
Program.
Further meetings are scheduled, between the ARC, English
Department and Office of Academic Affa1rs.
4) Diversity Re~irement - T~e ARC c9mple~ed a l~ngthy progess
Of informatIon ga erihg publ~C and un~vers1tY,t~st1mony, revl.ewand
mOdification to create a'criteria st~tement de~1n1n9 the expectations
for courses which can be used to sat1sfy the D1vers1ty Requirement
for graduation beginning with the,catalog for fall 1992. ,The ARC is
now designing the process thru wh~ch cours~s w1ll be subml.tted for
reView and approval. A list of courses w1ll be presented to the
Senate for approval during Spr1ng Term 1992.
E2
COMMITTEE ON EFFECTIVE TEACHING
ANNUAL REPORT TO THE FACULTY SENATE
APRIL 6, 1992
Since t:he last annual report, 17 funding requests have been received by the
Conumttee and 15 have received at least partial funding. All of the
Committee's $4635.00 has been allocated. The grants were awarded to:
1. $ 500.00 Bennett, Mildred, Mathematical Sciences
2. $ 300.00 Danielson, Susan, English
3. $ 325.00 Dolan, Thomas, Speech Communication
4. $ 200.00 Fischer, William & Rees, Earl, Foreign Language
5. $ 250.00 Fullerton, Ann, Special Education
6. $ 325.00 Hien, Jim, Computer Science
7. $ 250.00 Klebba, Joanne, Business Administration
8. $ 320.00 Levinson, Alfred et al., Chemistry
9. $ 198.00 Lippert, Byron, Biology
10.$ 250.00 Rosengrant, Sandra, Foreign Language
11.$ 495.00 SChawnann, Rolf, Electrical Engineering
12.$ 475.00 Sestak, Barbara, Art
13.$ 300.00 Sherman, Douglas et al., Education
14.$ 237.00 Steward, Larry, Speech Communication
15.$ 210.00 Vistica, Rita, Foreign Language
As a result of a proposal made to the President of the Faculty Senate and the
~enateSteering Committee, Judith Ramaley, PSU President, requested the
Implementation of a coherent faculty development program that would both
organize the diverse facets of faculty development into a coherent program
and redefine and add categories in this area. As a result, the Committee on
Effective Teaching has been consolidated with the Research and Publications
committee into the Faculty Development Committee. This proposal was voted
on and passed by the Faculty Senate, February 3, 1992.
The members of the Committee on Effective Teaching will serve the
remainder of this academic year as members of the Faculty Development
Committee. In addition, they hope to propose to and strongly urge the
COmmittee to increase the level offunding to stimulate effective teaching and
contribute to the professional development among faculty in line with the
PSU's Strategic Plan and Mission.
The Conunittee until its consolidation consisted of:
Elliot Benowitz Joan McMahon, Tom Chenoweth, Harold Gray, Jeanette
~almiter,Rich;rd Sapp, Carrol Tama, Chair. Student representatives
Inc1u~ed:Jennifer Pennell, Kelly Strand and John Pellett.
M. Carrol Tama, Chairperson, Committee on Effective Teaching 3/20/92
Proposals Funded:
1. Bennett, M. Math Suitcases
2. Danielson, S. The Immigrant Experience and American Literature
3. Dolan, T. Demonstration ofCalibration Procedures
4. Fischer, W. et al., Listening Tests in Proficiency-Oriented Foreign
Language Classes
5. Fullerton, A. Mediated Learning and Cognitive Education
6. Hein, J. Programming Laboratory: Discrete Structures, Logic, and
Computability
7. Klebba, J. Case Analysis Pedagogy
8. Levinson, A. et al., Auto-Tutorial Study ofSpectrometry / Spectroscopy
9. Lippert, B.PSU Herbarium Computer Program
10. Rosengrant, S. Nineteenth-Century Russian Literature: A Reader
11. Schaumann, R. Restructuring Sophomore and Junior Electrical
Engineering Laboratories
12. Sestak, B. Setting up a Computerized Art Slide Library
13. Sherman, D.lntegrating Personal and Academic Writing for Effective
Teaching at the University level
14. Steward, L. Computer Mediated Instruction
15. Vistica, REffective Testing Tools for Proficiency Oriented Language
Learning
E2
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GENERAL STUDENT AFFAIRS
ANNUAL REPORT TO FACULTY SENATE
APRIL 6, 1992
Faculty members: Duncan Carter, Robert Lockwood, Charlene Rhyne, Mary Beth Walsh
Student members: Kelly Devlin, Scott lloyd~ Celeste Moch, Brian Patterson,
Michael Reynolds
Consultants: Mary Cumpston, Ken Fox, Nancy Tang, Robert Vieria
The General Student Affairs Committee's charge is to serve in an advisory
capacity to administrative officers on matters of student affairs and student
discipline. Thus far, we have had no student discipline issues brought before
the Committee. We will be reviewing the Student Code for possible revision.
The Committee has worked with the Office of Student Affairs during the
resignation of Morris Holland and through the reorganization of the Office of
Student Affairs. Input from the Committee was requested prior to the
implementation of the new management structure. Currently, a member of the
Management Council is slated to rotate through our meetings in an effort to keep
the membership abreast of current issues. The Committee will be engaged in the
interview process of the candidates for the Dean of Students position.
One of our major tasks this year has been to increase student involvement on the
Committee. Through active recruitment effo.rts with the Office of Student Affairs
we now have five students on the membershlp rolls.
Tasks to be undertaken in the spring term include participation in organizing a
response to the issue of free speech on campus, and continuing efforts to
increase the Committee's visibility within the campus community by taking a more
active role in consultation with the Office of Student Affairs. The Committee
will be meeting with members of the Student Affairs administrative team to
brainstorm ideas for increased participation and representation of faculty in
decision making.
Respectfully submitted,
Charlene Rhyne, Chair
INTERINSTI'nn'IONAL FACULTY SENATE REPORT April 6, 1992
Friday, April 3, 1992
Welcome to 00 CampU. by Pre.i4ent KYle. Bren4.
The ~FS Was welcomed to the University of Oregon campus for its April 3-4 meeting by
Presldent Myles Brand. President Brand's message to the IFS was one of deep concern
~e stated that Higher Education was facing critical times in view of projected 20\ cut~
oward the 1993-95 biennium. Particular issues noted by President Brand included
1.
2.
3.
4.
UO is experiencing a drop in applications as recruiters are finding that
students don't think programs will be in place.
Community College populations are being displaced by the 18 year age group
at a time when the number of high school graduates are increasing.
An elite Higher Education system is being created with access problems for
many students. Tuition could increase with associated increased
contributions to Financial Aid.
The Governor is not optimistic about a Special Session--problems with House
leadership during an election year.
5. Public anger at cuts will not be effective. Need to talk about consequences
now and in the future.
6. The Portland area was identified as a target for sensitizing business
leaders for support of Higher Education. Other regions seemed much more
supportive.
Ch&ncellor Thoma. Bartlett
Chancellor Bartlett expressed the frustration of everyone in Higher Education at having
to playa supporting role as the events of the past several months have evolved. We are
not large enough to influence events, issues have provi~ed great stimulation, but the
System was unable to comment being cast in that support1ng role. He expressed a view
that,we are now moving to another stage. s~gns now indicate that there will not be a
~peClal Session in May and chances are 50-50 1n the Fall. Some tax proposals may emerge
1n the next three weeks or so and it is unclear how they will come together. The
Chancellor cautioned that it is tempting but unwise to try to find a solution too soon--
We know it's comeing but still not desirable. If we plan downsizing, we may as a result
solve other people's problems. '0'
It Was his view that we will be facing an 80t base budget toward 1993-95 (20\ cut from
1991-93) with the possibility of two lOt addback packag~s. In summary form
1993-95 Base budget:
Addback U:
Addback 12:
80t of 1991-93
lOt decision package
lOt toward meeting Oregon Benchmark goals
All campuses will prepare 80t budgets with Chancel~or'soffice being more directed toward
forming or maintaining a System of Higher Educatlon. JPlans need to be approved by theSta~e Board (likely in July) and the Exeeuti~e ?epar~ent with some fine tuning ~tillt~k1ng place in the Fall. Campus differen~lat~on wlll evolve ?ue to, progr~ Shlfts.
T1mely notice for faculty may require apphcatlon of the Host~cka, bl.l.l, whl.ch would
Permit continuance of employment until the second year of the b1enn1um If necessary.
Roger Ba•••tt
~~ge~ Bassett outlined his perspective on the current state of movement toward a Special
sSlon of the Legislature.
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1. The Governor is sensing movement at the community level toward a recognition
for tax reform. Her choice would be to have a vote on a tax plan in June.
It is unclear that anything is
Session could be convened, a
2. The Legislature is currently not convinced.
close enough to agreement that a Special
measure agreed upon, and put to the voters.
3 . Special interest groups including OEA, AOI, AOF, OBC, Labor, School Boards,
and others are working together to put an agreeable tax plan in place.
4. Student leaders are working to get students registered. They represent a
potential voting force.
5. The IFS through Jim Pease has been effective on the Athletic funding issue.
The IFS numbers on costs of the bailout have been accepted and are noW a
part of the Task Force on Athletics discussion.
Vice-Chancellor Weldon Ihrig ,
Vice-Chancellor Ihrig reported that the Board Administration Review Committee (BARe) ~s
hard at work working on cuts in Support Services in conjunction with institutions and ~ :
Chancellor's office. He simply stated that it's a 'whole new game' and administratlV
staff are looking at new ways of doing business. There will be less data gathering, l~s~
multiple approval processes, less report generation, a hard look at the financl~
information system, more centralized administration, support services, academic suppor I
student affairs and support services staff.
4.
2.
3.
Vice-Chancellor Shirley Clark
Vice-Chancellor Clark reported on current discussions within Academic Affairs including
1. Results of Assessment Task Force. Institutions must develop implementat~~~
phase of the process. A copy of the Assessment plan is going del
independent colleges in conjunction with their interest as a possible mo
for them as well.
President Ramaley is working on developing a set of Benckmarks t021~~
included in the Oregon Progress Board's set of Benchmarks for the t of
century. Higher Education is conspicuously ,missing in the current se
Benchmarks.
Academic Affairs is currently working clqsely with School districtSrW~~
structuring. projects meeting HB3565 goals. ~'Planning is currently undetion
on develop~ng funded coordinated proposals involving teacher-educa and
programs, counselling programs, secondary schools. course developmen~, nee
special programs to move students smoothly through Certificate of A va
Mastery on to College.
A joint articulation committee has been established to better coordinate
community college and higher education co~on interests.
5. A proposal
developed.
for joint graduate programs among institutions is
Gerald Kissler, Senior Vice-Provost for Planning and Resources, UO.
Ger ld t t' h" .. esented toa gave a presen a ~on on ~s art~cle ·Invest~ng 1n Oregon's Future· pr hools
the OSSHE on November 1S, 1991. He stressed the important of reinvesting in our SC
2
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-
and colleges just as reinvestment is essential in business, roads, parks, ports etc.
Current education policy in the State will result in a highly trained blue-colla~ work
force with management positions filled with persons trained outside of Oregon. Without
expansion, it may be that one out of three (possibly one out of two) will not be able to
get into a public institution of Higher Education in Oregon by the end of the century.
Dave Conley, Associate Professor of Ed Policy & Management, Uo.
Dr Conley, currently working with the Chancellor's office, gave a progress report on the
"Implications of HB 3565 for Higher Education Institutions in Oregon". He noted current
committee efforts as well as efforts to involve local school districts in progress toward
meeting goals of the legislation.
Senator Marie Bell, Republican, Eugene.
Senator Bell gave a strong endorsement to Higher Education, articulating its value to her
personally and to her constitutients. In her view some important issues or values for
IFs to consider included
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Need for a vision for Higher Education in Oregon.
Need to develop a strong Alumni advocate system.
Higher Education should reflect a 'familY' orientation within Oregon. How
does education better students, better companies, support infrastructure?
Legislative Education Committee Chairs need to be stronger advocates of
Higher Education.
As individuals, faculty should identify those Legislators to whom campaign
support has been given and press for assistance with Higher Education
issues.
Saturday, April 4, 1992
~. t d morning the IFS agenda included~~ring its regular business meeting on Sa ur ay
I. Athletic funding.
Pte .d' d t d the IFS on communiaations between the IFS, the
eh Sl ent Bonn1e Staebler up a e G or's office in connection with the
AtClncellor's office, the Board, and thed ovembrn r of the Board's Task Force reportedhlet . f d" J' Pease OSU an a me e ,th ~cs un ~ng 1ssue. 1m, d t meetings of the Task Force with those
p at conflicting deficit costs were presented a In addition statistics reported to show
ftesented by the IFS as finally being accep.te. e; naccurate It now appears that thereacult t f . t llegiate athlet~cs wer ... . -Y suppor or 1n erco. . b d the June target date for completion.of
may Well be continued meet~ngs extend1ng eyon
cOmmittee review.
J' . address the value of high level sports to an
i llll felt that the next meetlng to. shown tha,t there does not appear to be any
cnstitution would be critical..Stud~es have nd donations supporting academic programs.~trelation between intercolleg1ate spor;~ : should State funding for intercollegiate
atnh
y within IFS expressed the - concern20% a ts to the rest of the Higher Education theletics be approved in the face of cu
reSUlt would be unconscionable.
~ f its original statement that no monies that
cetnbers of IFS expressed continued support ~ to support intercollegiate athletics. The
°uld be used in support of programs be use Task Force to support the IFS position.
IFs provided Jim with proposals t~ take t~ the
These included the following poss1ble act~ons
3
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1. Place Athletics in the same planning process as academic programs. with
respect to impending 20\ cuts.
2. Invite a high level member of the NCAA to meet with the Task Force, to
explore the possibility of moving to a State system Division I level wlth
less duplication of deficit generating sport. .till meeting Title IX
requirements. Explore with the NCAA other pos.ible ways of reducing costs,
3. Drop intercollegiate athletics altogether and expand a system of club
sports.
Administrative costa.
~he ,IFS ,is in the process of completing a ten year study (1980-81 to 1990-91), of
l.nstlt':lt1.onal bUdgets. What is the nature of budget growth during that period Wlt~
Acad7mlc departments, Administration, Support Service., Re.earch, the Library ansPhys1.cal Plant? Once project (phase I) is completed result. will reviewed by campus IF
, t e orrep~esentatlves and covering statements relevant to their c~us struc u~ of
env1.r<:>nments ,would be ~n~luded. Phase II would involve distribution to cha1rs in
plannlng commlttees or Slmllar planning groups on individual campuses for their plann 9
needs, Roger Bassett, and Weldon Ihrig with whom IFS bas worked on this issue.
Questions being considered by the IFS include
Wha~ ~s the, role of faculty in governance reflected in the relative support for
adm1.nlst~atlon and teaching?
How can lt playa role in the BARe committe. deliberations?
as it they relate to the fl'nd;ngs of the dy
• administrative cost stu .
Other issues.
IFS Task Force reports were received on
Educational Reform and Articulation--preliminary. The IFS would seek to /~~~
input ?r work with President Ramaley on developing Benchmarks for H 9
Diff Ed~7at70n as part of this Task Force No
eren 1.~tf7on ,among institutions and ~tudent acces.--written report.
,specl l.C dlSCUssion f th' ~__Teach1.ng and Gov 0 1S report due to limited t~. . ' trative
costs ~rnance--very preliminary except for overlap with admlnlS b dget
cuts. COmInlttee work and discussion of faculty role in governance and U
I f "USn ormation Distributi (G ' has a cAJllPgroup workin ,~nh ettlng the message out)--preliminary. uo
9 Wl Roger Bassett toward ' ..rketing' the UO.
Herb Jolliff, OIT report db' f '
e rle lyon potential negative chang•• to PEaS.
Representatives from EOSe e . ' faculty
and what implications ~ressed concern over the i.sue of timely notlce t~d likelY
actively pursue. were or the system. Thi. i. a matter that AAUP WOU
Lief Terdal, representative lreadJ
unde!":"ay_ on the OHSU cam from OHSU, reported on budget c:uttinq deliberations &Calt'pus
represe~tative sketched ~~:tand noted possible s.vere impact on some programs·W&S ~cn
deeper l.nto the process than they knew were occurring on their campuse.. OHSU
any other institution.
4
Proposed Constitutional amendment
Add as a final paragraph to Article III, Faculty Powers and
Authority, section 1, Faculty Powers:
The University shall not establish, abolish, or effect major
alteration in the structure or educational function of departments
or of programs which include more than one department or academic
unit of the University without prior approval by the Faculty Senate
upon advice of the University Planning council.
Rationale:
The Constitution now assigns to the UPC and the Senate authority to
act on the matters in question. The proposed amendment makes
explicit the requirement that Senate approval precede changes being
made effective in order to forestall the Senate's being faced with
f
. ,
alt§ accomplis.
REPORT TO FACULTY SENATE: UNIVERSITY PLANNING COUNCIL
March 16, 1992
Sum~ary: Action taken by UPC regarding (1) the
rev~ew of PSU Center for Science Education
Proposal and (2) the review of Request for Name
Change: Latin American Studies Proaram to
Hispanic and Latin American Studie; Program.
At the meeting of March 16, the UPC passed the following motions:
(1) Recommend approval of the proposal for establishment of the
Portland State Un1versity Center for Science Education.
Rationale: The proposed Center would be a vehicle through
which the university and the community could address many of
the critical issues in science education, such as the
inadequate education of students in this area, including
those preparing for careers in elementary education. For
those who are currently teaching, -ehe Center would provide
continuing education and professional development
opportunities. It would also design and coordinate grant-
funded research projects in science and technology
education. (For a brief overview of these and other
objectives, see p. 2 of the Proposal.)
(2; Recommend approval of the request for a ~ame ~hange ~rom
Latin American Studies Program to Hispanic and Latin
American Studies Program.
Rs'Cionale: The new name is intended to be represent3-eive
of cultures of a broader geographical area, to include
those of Mexican-Americans, Hispanophone and Francophone
Caribbeans as well as Central and South Amer1~ans. StudentsI .' . __
of Hispanic and Latin Amer~can orlgln are. a part or ?SU's
multicultural and diversity cammltment; ~he current pr~gr~m
offerings reflect ,this broader camm~trnent~ and_thu~ th~ name
of the program should also be mo=e InclusIve at thIS dlverse
geographical area.
Respectfully submitted,
Jeanette DeCarrico, upe Chair
: '
PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSflY
CENTERFORSaENCEEDUCATION
Proposal
Numerous publications appearing over the last decade provide a clear, strong, and urgent
message that the quality of science education is inadequate to meet the nation's future needs (see
Attachment I--Selected Readings). Enrollment projections predict that the workplace soon will
experience large shortfalls in the number of college-trained science and technology professionals.
Science illiteracy is commonplace among the general public. Institutions of higher education
have perpetuated these problems by graduating students who lack basic understanding of key
concepts and principles of science. Virtually all students, science and non-science alike, lack an
awareness of the historical development and intellectual and cultural contexts of science and its
place in today's society. Students who aspire for careers in elementary education are especially
affected by inappropriate undergraduate education in this area. Because of 1h.rir inadequate
preparation, these teachers do not include science as an integral and vital component of 1.hili
classroom instruction.
The proposed Center for Science Education (CSE) will be a vehicle through which the
university and the community can address many of these critical issues in science education. The
Center will operate within the formal Portland State University (PSU) structure, and serve the
university as well as the regional education community. The academic areas of the proposed
Center encompass undergraduate and precollege education in the sciences, and involve university
faculty as instructors, collaborators, and consultants. Center coursework will carry credit through
appropriate academic areas. (The PSU School of Extended Studies is the unit on campus through
which community outreach courses and workshops may be offered.)
Locus Within lostitution's Organizational Structure
The Center for Science Education will be physically housed in Science Building I. All
units within the Center will maintain their affiliations with the respective college or school units.
(see Attachment 2--Affiliation Schematic). William Paudler, Dean, College of Liberal Arts &
Sciences will be the acting Dean of Record for the Center.
Governance within the Center for Science Education is to be established under guidelines
proposed by the Office of Academic Affairs.
Board of Advisors
The proposed Center for Science Education will have a twelve member board of advisors.
The advisory board will convene annually to review the services and evaluate the programs of the
Center, as well as to promote the linkages to other regional education efforts. Board members
will be solicited from various educational, business, and community-based institutions, i.e.,
Portland Public School District, Oregon Science Teachers Association, Oregon Museum of Science
and Industry, Metro Washington Park Zoo, Portland-area community colleges, Oregon
Multicultural Association, PSU, regional private colleges, Oregon Graduate Institute, Oregon
Department of Education, Battelle/Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Oregon and Washington
classroom teachers, and regionally based business and industry. The President of Portland State
University will be an ex-officio member of the advisory board, (as will the CSE Director and
other appropriate PSU administrators).
2Objectives. functions. and Activities
T?e PSU Center for Science Education will address education, research, and community
servIce as follows:
EducaJion
•
•
•
Coordinate, strengthen, and expand existing science education activities at Portland State
University, by promoting undergraduate and graduate programs in science education
Design science and technology coursework for undergraduate students in non-science
majors, as well as coordinate multi-disciplinary science courses designed for both the
liberal arts and non-science majors
Establish a student assistance program to encourage enrollment and retention of under-
represented groups in science courses. The university will develop a new support system
to encourage and involve all students, particularly women and ethnic & racial minorities,
in the study of science and technology.
Research
•
•
•
Design and coordinate grant-funded research projects in science and technology
education
Provide an infrastructure on campus that will encourage increased faculty involvement in
science education research (e.g., curriculum, teaching methods, evaluation and assessment,
etc.)
Serve to )ink endeavors in science education research among the departments at PSU
Community Service
•
•
•
•
•
•
Provide continuing education and professional development opportunities for regional K-
12 educators through research, coursework, and outreach programs
Develop community-based, science and technology education outreach programs
Furnish the university with a formal structure that will encourage leadership and
professional development in science education among teachers
Be the designated unit on campus to house community outreach and teacher enhancement
programs in the science education area
Represent PSU in regional and national science education coalitions
Continue the tradition of PSU as a leader in the reform of science education in the region
3Resources Needed
Personnel
The five categories of personnel appointments (academic and classified) to the Center for
Science Education are:
•
•
•
•
•
Faculty Appointments (2.00 fte): tenured, tenure-track, and fixed term appointments at
the Assistant, Associate, or Professor level. Initially, .84 FTE will be distributed between
W.G. Becker @ .51 fte (Center Director), University Honors/Chemistry, and D.C. Cox @
.33 FrE, School of Education. The remaining 1.16 fte will be split into various part-time
appointments from CLAS, School of Education, School of Engineering and Applied
Science, and/or School of Extended Studies.
Visiting Faculty (varied fte--according to funds, availability, and need): academic term
or annual appointments for PSU or other college faculty on leave from their regular
departments or institutions
Research Appointments: personnel who support CSE programs which are funded from
sources outside PSU
Adjunct Appointments: Usually, annual non-salaried appointments to members of the
science education community who provide supporting services to activities within the
Center. Initially, five adjunct appointments will be announced.
Classified Support Staff (1.0 fte): 12 month appointment, Office Specialist I
Facilities and equipment
•
•
•
•
Equipped offices and reception space (to include six faculty offices)
One personal MacIntosh computer
One laser printer
Access to: a conference room, a photocopier, and a FAX machine
4Annual FundlnE Requirements
2.0 FTE Faculty Appointments (including Director) 80 000
1.0 FTE Classified Appointment 20 000 '
Fringe Benefits at 37% of Salary 37:000
Total Salaries and Benefits 137,000
-
Annual Services and Supplies Budget
Total (estimated) Annual Budget
Annual Funding Resources
4.500
141,500 (plus first-year equipment
costs)
The Personnel appointments of .84 academic fte (Becker & Cox), and a .50 classified fte will
require continued funding through University resources. The remaining Personnel appointments,
and other continuing expenses will be funded as follows.
On a regular basis the Center will sponsor both credit and noncredit courses and workshops
offered through the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences and the School of Education in
partnership with the School of Extended Studies, After all program and administrative expenses
are covered for the School of Extended Studies, a portion of the tuition and fees may be used for
program development for the Center. Apportionment will be based on revenue-sharing
guidelines established with regard to the School of Extended Studies,
The Center Director, in cooperation with the PSU Foundation, wi'll solicit private sector
Contributions on behalf of the Center through fund raising activities. When appropriate, CLAS
will request institutional funds through the regular PSU biennial budget process.
Another avenue for financial resources will be indirect cost recoveries from the CSE grant
monies generated.
.B..tl!tionshlD to the Institutional MlssloD
PSU's Center for Science Education wiU benefit both the university and the community it
serves in many ways. The University's mission, •... to provide excellent programs in teaching,
research, and public service in Oregon's major metropolitan area...". makes it the ideal place to
further science literacy through education programs presented to both teachers and students at all
grade levels. Through the Center's programs, students in all fields will be introduced to the
apPlications of scientific principles, the social, political, and economic implications of
technology, and the impact of new discoveries on culture and society. The Center will further
advance the University's mission through stimulating science education research which addresses
Undergraduate, and graduate science and technology educatio~. The Cent~r, t~us. will provide
leadership and become an integral partner in the reform of sCIence education lD the state.
I.
l'l'
1 '
1"
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tong-ruge Goals and Plans
Education
• Establish a unit within the OSSHE for enhancing science and technology education, bOlh
at the precollege and higher education levels
Research
• Augment active research programs in science and technology education within the state
Community Service
• Maintain and establish science and technology education courses and programs designed
to meet both the pre-service and in-service needs of regional teachers
• Sustain and support collaboration with regional schools and other educational institutions
in the state
Relationship to Programs at Other Institutions In the State:
Portland State University is committed to the provision of higher education in all its
dimensions, with special attention to the Portland metropolitan area. The University has graduate
degree programs in most of the natural and applied sciences--biology, chemistry, computer
science, engineering, environmental science, geology, mathematics and physics, as well as
outstanding elementary and secondary education preparation programs. This combination gives
PSU the extended infrastructure and unique capacity to provide the type of service described to
the largest and densest population cluster in the state.
The Center for Science Education will introduce new partnerships as well as build on already
existing partnerships and collaborative ventures with colleges and universities, school districts,
professional associations, educational agencies, and private entities. The proposed Center will
encourage recruitment and participation of faculty from its sister institutions when offering
courses. programs, and workshops in areas of specialization not found on the PSU campus. Many
of the Center's functions could serve as a model for other colleges and universities in the Oregon
State System of Higher Education. This model in its approach is consistent with both the
Governor's Commission on higher education, and the workforce principle •America's Choice"
6111~/917Date
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Attachment 1
Selected Readings:
Aerospace Education Foundation, America's Next Crisis: The Short/all in Technical Manpower,
September 1989, Arlington, VA
American Association for the Advancement of Science, Project 2061. Science lor All Americans,
1989
American Association for the Advancement of Science, The Liberal Art 0/ Science: Agenda lor
Action, 1990, Washington, DC
Carnegie Corporation of New York, Turning Points. Preparing American Youth lor the 21st
Century, June 1989, The Report of the Task Force on Education of Young Adolescents, Carnegie
Council on Adolescent Development
Council on Research and Technology, Meeting the Needs 0/ a Growing Economy: The
CORETECH Agenda lor the Scientific and Technical Workforce
Educational Testing Service, The Science Report Card. Elements 0/ Risk and Recovery, September
1988, Trends and Achievement Based on the 1986 National Assessment
National Science Board, Precollege Science and Mathematics Education, reprinted from Chapter 1
of SCience & Engineering Indicators u 1989
National Science Foundation, Preliminary Report State Indicators 0/ Science and Mathematics
Education: Course Enrollments and Teachers, April 1990, Council of Chief State School Officers,
State Education Assessment Center
National Science Foundation, Directorate for Science and Engineering Education, Report on the
NSF Disciplinary Workshops on Undergraduate Education, April 1989
National Science Teachers Association, International Science Report Card, 1988
Sigma Xi, An Exploration o/the Nature and Quality 0/ Undergraduate Education in Science.
Mathematics and Engineering, 1989, The National Advisory Group, New Haven, CT
Sigma Xi, Entry-Level Undergraduate Courses in Science. Mathematics and Engineering: An
Investment in Human Resources, June 1990, Committee on Science, Mathematics and Engineering
Education
Task Force on Women, Minorities, and the Handicapped in Science and Technology, Changing
America: The New Face 0/ Science and Engineering, September 1988, Washington, DC
U.S. Department of Education, A Nation at Risk, 1983, National Commission on Excellence in
Education
U.S. Department of Energy, Science and Engineering Education, July 1988, Energy Research
Advisory Board
REQUEST FOR NAME CHANGE:
Latin American Studies Program to Hispanic and Lat;n A .
• mer~can Studies Program
The Latin American Studies faculty members of the International Studies Program have
re~uested that the name of the certificate pr9&ram be changed from "L~tin American Studies" to
"HIspanic and Latin American Studies." This request has the endorsement of International
Studies (see attached memo from Professor Gurtov), and the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
hereby endorses and recommends it. The name change is based on the nature of the (inter-
)discipline, the interests of an increasing number of Hispanic and non-Hispanic students. and
members of the metropolitan community; and the stated purpose of certificate programs:
"Language and area studies programs focus on the study of a group of countries or a
~eographical area having common linguistic and/or cultural characteristics. The course of study
IS designed to broaden the student's understanding of a particular world area." (Bulletin, p~ 228)
The United States is rapidly becoming a country with a substantial population of people
whose cultural background is Hispanic or Latin, 'the difference being relative to individual
semantic preferences. Included in this group most prominently are Mexican-Americans,
Hispanophone and Francophone Caribbeans, Central Americans, and South Americans, both
Hispanophone and Lusophone. Spaniards and Portuguese, first and later generation add to this
complex mix. The 1990 census repOrt indicated that Oregon's own Hispanic/Latin population is
not only the largest so-calJed minority in the state, but is also the fastest growing such group in
the state. It is the largest minority group in the OSSHE student population. Hispanics and Latin
Americans follow Asian-Americans as the second largest growth rate in the Portland metropolitan
area. At PSU Hispanic and Latin American students constitute the second largest group of
minority students, and are the most rapidly expanding group. In addition to Hispanic students
from Our own country, students from a dozen countries of Latin America have chosen PSU as
their university. Students of Hispanic and Latin American origin are very much a part of
Portland State's multicultural and diversity commitment; they are as weU important to the
international commitment of the University. The present program name does not speak to our
multicultural commitment in other than its international dimension, nor does it enable us to take
full advantage of present and future student population, public interest. or current or projected
faculty expertise.
Hispanic and Latin American Studies responds to the interactive intellectual curiosity of
both groups. At a time when the geographic areas of the Western Hemisphere, the U.S.-Mexico
sociocultural region, Oregon. and Portland are. aU ex~erien.cing th~ ~reat cultural aW~kening
associated with demographic changes, economIC reorientation. pohtlcal change. and IDtelJectual
activity it behooves us to see things Hispanic in the broadest of perspectives, things Latin in the
most specific both as part of a greater whole. MuJticulturali$m and internationalism are present
in both; artificial barriers representative of interdisciplinary studies o~ a quarter century ago need
to eliminated in order that they be seamlessly integrated for the benefit of our students and the
public at large.
The renamed Hispanic and Latin American Studi~s Certjfic~te program will be housed
where it is at present, as a constituent part of the ~n~er~atlonal St,,:dles Program. No funds a~e
requested. The long-range goal is to foster interd~sclph~ary teachmg and re~~arc~, and pubhc
service through the current structure and by workmg WIth student groups, cItizen s groups, and
state and national organizations. No program change is contemplated until resources and
expertise fully justify such a venture.
10 March '92
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To: Ansel Johnson & Ric~ »~.
From: steve Kosokoff ~j(j2~_~~
. ~ -
Her is a resolution I wish to intrduce to the next Faculty Senate
meeting under "new business."
The PSU Faculty Senate congratulates the student-athletes,
coaches, and trainers of both the PSU wrestling team and
basketball team for their outstanding accomplishments in
their respective sports.
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REPORT TO FACULTY SENATE: UNIVERSITY PLANNING COUNCIL
March 30, 1992
Summary: Action taken by UPC regarding the relocation
of the 'Department of Health Studies.
At the meeting of March 30, the UPC (unanimously) passed the
following motion:
Recommend acceptance of the Majority Report by the ad-hoc
committee on the relocation of the Department of Health Studies.
Summary of the Majority Report recommendations:
(1) That the Department of Health Studies be moved to the School
of Urban and Public Affairs, effective July 1, 1992.
(2)"That the Center for Public Health Studies be moved with the
depa~tment to the School of Urban and Public Affairs, but
wit~'an ~rrangement for dual affiliation with the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Rationale for the UPC motion: Although a Minority Report (written
by Drs. Gary Gard and John Reuter) recommended that the
department move to CLAS, the main issue raised in this report is
the relocation of the Center for Public Health Studies and its
continuing affiliation with faculty in CLAS. However, the
Majority Report addresses this issue by recommending dual ~
affiliation of the Center with SUPA and CLAS, thereby fostering
cooperation and interaction between various faculty of both
SUPA and CLAS with faculty of the Department of Health Studies.
Further, the faculty in the DHS voted unanimously in favor of the
move to SUPA.
(NOTE: Dr. David Dunnette, CPHS Director, was in Europe on a
FUllbright at the time of the DHS vote. Attached is his response
to the Majority Report and the Minority Report.)
Respectfully submitted,
Jeanette DeCarrico, UPC Chair
,"
Portland State University
MEt\10RANDUl\f
Date:
To:
From:
RE:
February 6, 1992
Michael Reardon, Provost
Jack Schendel~..
Ad-hoc committee on relocation of the Department of Health Studies
. The ad hoc committee on the relocation of the Department of Health Studies
Includes the following persons:
Ron Cease, UPA
Gary Gard, CLAS
Margaret Neal, UPA
john Reuter, CLAS
Judy Sobel, BlIP
Milan Svoboda, IIHP
Jack Schendel•. BlIP, Chair
The committee met three times over a 10 day period (January 28, 31, and Feb. 6) to
carry out its charge to produce a recommendation to the Provost for the relocation of the~epartment of Health Studies, including aU of its elements, effective July I, 1992. Following
?lSCussions of the recent history, reinstated academic programs, faculty and other resources
In the Department, and the peculiar circumstances and potential of the Center for Public
Health Studies as an element of the Department, the following recommendation was moved
and adopted with a 4 yes, 2 no vote: -
The committee recommends that:
(1) The Department of Health Studies, including all current faculty affiliated with the
department the service program (self support, Special PE Activities), and support
staff be mo~ed to the School of Urban and Public Affairs, effective July 1, 1992.
(2) The Center for Public Health Studies (CPHS), be moved with the department to the
School of Urban and Public Affairs but a dual affiliation be worked out for the CPHS
with. the College of Liberal Arts and. S~iences.· Administrative details for dual
affiliation should be arranged by negotiatIOn of the Provost and the Deans of eLAS
and UPA.
• The purpose of the dual affiliation recommendation is to encourage and
facilitate projects/research which emanates from various disciplines in CLAS,
including the Environmental Sciences and Resources Program, as well as from
the Department of Health Studies and other units in the SUPA.
The two members of the ad hoc committee who voted "no" on the recommendation
(Gary Gard and John Reuter) will submit to the Provost a minority report.
xc: ad hoc committee
R. Cease
G. Gard
M. Neal
J. Reuter
J. Sobel
M. Svoboda
April 1, 1992
To: Jeanette DeCarrico, Chairperson, University Planning Council
From: David Dunnette, Director,C~nter for Public Health Studies
SUbject: Response to Majority and Minority Reports of the Ad-Hoc Committee
for the Relocation of the Department of Health Studies (DHS).
The history of the,Center for Public Health studies, its programs and
~evelopment.1is very complex. However, in brief, the Center was established
1.~ ~9~5 by PSU, the oregon Public Health Association, and the Oregon Health
D1.v1.s1.on to provide undergraduate training in the existing critical areas
of public healto 'manpower needs;includingenv2ronmental health and
epidemiology. The program was science based with 90% of the course work
in chemistry, biology and public health studies.
Theundergraduate program was suspended in 1984 t\\'O months after I came to
PSU. The center and I were transferred to HHP that year. Over the..next
few years I developed the M.S. in Pub.lic He,alth proposal after an exhausting
series of surveys of prospective students, consultations, discussions with
PSU faculty and other institutions.·· Results of all this'indicated any M.S.
program should focus on environmental and industrial health risk assessment
and control and epidemiology, all of which are heavily science based.
In the development of the MSPH propC>Sal it was clear that the close
cooPeratio~ of the sc~ence departments with the center was essential for
success of any'MSPH•. In this regard·labora,tory space will be required
for several MSPH courses) and the. chemistrY department. has agreed' to provide
laboratory space. In addition it is felt that close cooperation with the
EnVironmental Sciences ;mdResources Doctoral Program will enhaJ)'Ce both
programs. It can be seen that the primary academic linkages of the Center .
must be with the sciences.
With respect to research, most public hea,lth related activity takes place in
the biology,' chemistry, phYsj.cs: iUld ESR programs although geology is also
involved as is the health department in' several areas.
It is my feeling that Center for Public Health studies should be an entity
Which can be responsive to all initiatives end interes~s ~n public health at
the university. Public Health is an element of the ma]or1.ty of courses
offered at PSU (if the concept of well-being is included). Since public
health is so universal it is important that maximum opportunity be provided
for interdisciplinary ~nnections, involvement and activities in public
health. In fact the university may want to consider an even broader
administrative fr~ework for research and academic ·programs when the MSPH
and MPH programs are approved.
In short, the transfer of the Center for public Health Studies to Urban, and
Pttbl. ic , Affairs ,: is not consistent wi th the cent~ expec~ed f~ture
rOle 't' f ubl'c health research throughout the un1.vers1.ty
or promo 1.on 0 p 1.
COmmunity. Rather a dual 'affiliation is.recommended b~twe:n CLAS and.U&PA
whereb th 'at its current locat1.on 1.n the Harr1.sony e center rama1.ns . .,bUild' h' but also within reasonable prox1.m1.ty to thel.ng near t e SC1.ences . ' . .Health De .. dd't' nal rationale 1.S ava1.lable for th1.s recommendat1.on.partment. A 1. 1.0 .
~Pologies to the IBM selectric.
Portland State Universitv
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TO: Seaaton ad Ex~fficioMembers to the Senate
FR: U1ridl H. 1Wdt, Secretary to the Faculty
.
The Faculty Seaate will bold its regular meeting on May 4, 1992, at 3:00 p.m. in 150 Cramer Hall.
AGENDA
A. RoU
·8. Approval of abe Minutes of the Apri16, 1992, Meeting
Presideat'. Report
C. ~tI aDd CommUDications from the Floor
D. Quescioa Period
1. QueetiOlll for Administrators
Queetioa for NIDeY Tang: "What level of support was budgeted for the conversion of the SIS to the
Bmaer system? What provisions were made for training of secretarial and administrative assistants to
IuDdJo deputmeotal services, and why were important reports (such as advising transcripts) not
cootiDued durin, the transition year? What can be done even now to remedy the situation?
Queetioa for Dalton Miller-Jones: "What is the status of the task force reviewing graduate studies,
JI'Ultl aod raearch, the role of the Graduate Council, and the position of the vice provost? Please give
~ "'POrt of the proife88 and the types of recommendations that are likely to come from the group. "
2. Queatioaa from abe Floor for the Chair
E.
F.
G.
H.
Reports from abe Officers of Administration and Committees
1. Spriq Term Re,istration Update-Tufts
~. ADD.. Report, Bud,et Committee-Koch
~. ADDuU Report, University Athletics Board-Kosokoff
·4. ADD.. Report, University HODOrs Program Board-Goucher
-So ADD.. Report, Teacher Education Committee-Pollock
Unfinished BuaiDeIs
... Coaatitutional Amendment, Article III, Section I-Moor
~. Advimry Council Interpretation of Faculty Powers and Authority-Moor
3. Dilcuuioa of Tabled Motion from April 6
NewB"'"
... ARC Motioa re WR 323 and Block Transfers-Millner
2. Propels Report OIl Writing Across the Curriculum-Reece/Carter
3. Update OIl Review of Budget Allocation Criteria-Patton
AdjOUl'DlDm&
.-rile followin, documents arc included with this mailing:
MiDu&ee of the April 6, 1992, SeDate Meeting·
ADDual Report, Budpt Committee··
ADD.. Report, University Athletics Board··
AaDual Report, University HODOrs Pro~ Board·
AaDual D_ TeICher Education Comnuttee·...
"""1"'"., . 1••
CoaIcitutioaal AmeadlDl!'#lt, Article m, Section . ••
Adviaxy CouDcil Interpretation of Faculty Powers and Authonty
··!ncluded for Seaa&on aDd Ex~fficio Members only.
